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I. In Colombia

• Governmental plans (Departamento Nacional de Planeación, 2014)

• Articulation of: Mangement of overpopulation, search for potable 
water and basic sanitation, urban mobility

• Articulation between education (Colciencias) and the industry sector: 
(1) Apropiate use of biodiversity, (2) Preservation of water resources, 
(3) Electronics/materials, (4) Research in health sciences, (5) Peace
and social cohesion



I. Colombia: in numbers

• Participating firms in Colciencias co-financing calls obtained
productivity increases of 15,3%, growth in employment (12,6%), 
growth in number of products (9,3%), and in market share (3,5%)

• Therefore: greater articulation with institutions that generate
knowledge is observed.



II. RUMBO

• A space where universities can join to work in projects about Smart 
cities and sustainability.

• First project: Digital Neighbourhood



III. Digital Neighbourhood (DN)
• First one was developed at Uniminuto in 2010

• Uploaded in 3D to Google earth:   2,7 km in radius

• 18 teachers and 1200 students worked using web 2.0

Graphical representation of the output of the
Uniminuto first Digital Neighbourhood project



III. The objective of DN
• Develop the methodological design of Smart City for Bogotá

….and to identify

practical solutions to problems

of the city

Photo taken from : http://www.howtobogota.com/2017/02/09/what-to-wear-in-bogota/



IV. Smart Cities

• Worlwide current trend: Smart Cities

• Definition of Smart City: Effective integration of physical, digital and 
human systems with aim of a sustainable, prosperous and inclusive 
future (British Standards Institution, 2014).

• Seek of solutions to overpopulation, excessive consumption of 
resources, production of emissions (gases, plastics), etc.

• Application of modern communication and infomation technologies



IV. Smart City components

Photo taken from: https://siliconhalton.com/blog/smart-city-meetup-with-silicon-halton-and-town-of-oakville



IV. Significance of the definition of Smart City

• According to Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster (2012), a city is not
intelligent, if: 

- It is overpopulated

- City networks are not able to communicate or to function as a whole

- Stakeholders are not connected at any point to the decision and 
planning of the city (Colldahl, Frey & Kelemen, 2013)



IV. Broader concept of Smart City

• Nam and Pardo, 2011: 

- Technological dimension: Digital city, intelligent city, omnipresent city, 
city network, hybrid city and information city

- Human dimension: Creative city, city in process of education, human 
city and cognizant city

- Institutional dimension: Intelligent community and intelligent
developing community



IV. Other definitions of Smart City

• Toppeta, 2010: a place where technology is properly combined with
the organizational-institutional capacity to improve quality and 
sustainability of citizens´ lives

• Giffinger et al. , 2007: City where its economic functioning,
population, administration, mobility, environmental and living 
standards work well in the near horizon



V. Methodology

• State-of-the art

• Starting point DN developed at Uniminuto, 2010: Official map
issued by Agutin Codazzi Institute. A layout was made and a software 
was used to model the existing buildings and houses in the
neighbourhood. Finally Google Earth platform (layers)



V. The proposal

• Based on the work by Uniminuto (2010)

• Initial reference cartographic information of the University
environment (IDECA)

• 3D model of the University environment will be designed on a digital 
platform (builidings and attributes of objects)

• Design by roles (coordinator, teacher, students)

• Implementation of platform under free SW tools



V. Information Layers

• Noise map survey

• Digitalization of relationships between people, commerce

• Aim Generation of valuable information for the decision making of 
urban development and to be able to leverage it with the use of 
technology

• Improvement of transport, energy efficiency (for better management
of resources and lower impact on the environment)



V. Scope

• 300 meters radius from each university

• Teachers/researchers capture, record and process geo/non-geo 
information

• Database

• SIG software will read it and visualize it



VI. Aspects for the Smart City proposal

• Commerce: Business with digital cutting edge technology

• Health: with digital/mobile devices – for diagnosis and prevention. IoT (sensors and 
collection of data remotely), smart portable devices

• Education: break down barriers between parents and children. To massify technology as 
a democtratic tool to access information

• Environment: reduction of urban emissions, low carbon, low water and low ecological
footprint

• Transportation and mobility: more efficient mobility system towards the use of 
alternatives fuels to reduce pollution and greenhouse gases

• Residue administration: recycling, use of waste. Use of biomass

• Domotics: choice and management of energy by the user

• Communications: Digital Live Plan in Colombia, flagship program of ICT

• Security:  emergency and altert systems. Cybersecurity



Conclusions and future work

• RUMBO: a Colombian University network for interdisciplinary work.

• An effort from higher education institutions towards the achievement
of a social objective.

• The junction with the business sector can allow, in the future, more 
implementations in municipalities in Colombia.

• Initially it is a research work; however it could become
commercialized through private companies.

• More layers of service can be be implemented in the future.
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